The macroscopic properties of a metal solidified from a liquid melt are strongly dependent on the final microstructure, which in turn is the result of the solidification conditions. With the growing popularity of laser-based additive manufacturing (AM), there is an increasing need to understand the microstructures that result from rapid solidification processes. Rapidly solidified alloy microstructures are typically far from equilibrium and therefore traditional thermodynamic approaches used to predict structure and composition (i.e., phase diagrams) must be extended to describe these deviations from equilibrium and ensuing metastable states. This work highlights progress toward corroborating predictive (phase-field) modeling capabilities [1] with in situ experimental observations [2] in order to better understand the non-equilibrium structures produced during rapid solidification following laser melting.
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Identification of solidification modes and associated velocities using ex situ analyses after laser melting and rapid solidification usually represent averages for the complete liquidsolid transformation and fail to detect changes in velocity that are expected when transitions in the solidification mode occur. Models predicting the solidification mode can potentially bridge the gap, but direct experimental measurements of the kinetics and growth modes are needed to verify the modeling results. To directly observe rapid alloy solidification under laser-induced conditions that apply to AM processing, the dynamic transmission electron microscope (DTEM) at Lawrence Livermore National Lab (LLNL) was used in Movie Mode [3] (Figure 1) . The Movie Mode capability at LLNL allows for single solidification events to be monitored in situ. The quasi-instantaneous velocity can be measured (Figure 2 ) over a given time domain, which would be inaccessible with lower temporal resolution techniques such as conventional TEM, and related directly to the observed solid-liquid interface evolution in the time-resolved images. Additionally, the ability to alter the power of the sample drive laser allows for a range of solidification velocities to be accessed. The resulting solidification structures are analyzed with grain orientation mapping and elemental analysis (EELS and EDS). Finally, the data are compared against phase-field modeling of solidification under different conditions. 
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